UBER RIDES MAY HIT TOWN

Uber may come to Iowa City, and cab companies will try to fight it.

By LINDSEY DRILLING

UBER, a ride-sharing company, is looking into the local market to possibly expand the company to Iowa City. Earlier this month, the San Francisco-based company expanded to the Midwest with its UberX program, which included Des Moines this month. Mullin did not specify the earliest date Uber could come to Iowa City but said it could be soon.
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Hawkeye Express chugs along

By DANNY KALVSTEN
kalvsten@dailyiowan.com

The Hawkeye Express, which moves Hawkeye fans from Coralville to Kinnick Stadium, has been under new management.

University of Iowa spokesman Tom Moore said an incident occurred in 2011 in which the UI noticed a decline in revenue and dis- covered that deposits were missing from three games.

Moore said the money that had been earned through ticket sales for the Hawkeye Express was not deposited, so it was lost in time.

“Since then, the UI De- partment of Parking and Transportation handled all the money,” Moore said. “It used to be in the Athletics Department, but it was no longer handling the money.”

The incident has gained the attention of the officials and the public.

“Evans said that since there has been a problem in the segregation of duties, they should be now that the new system is that things are better,” she said. “And I think we had a problem in the segregation of duties. It used to be in the Athletics Department, but it was no longer handling the money.”

As far as I’ve heard, there has been no reports of similar circumstances this year,” she said.

Joshua Sabin, the direc- tor of administration for the Iowa Northern Railways, which runs Hawkeye Ex- press, said so far, no accoun- ting issues have been found.

“The last part of the plan would allow students to investigate the situation the university recognized the ticket sale was not deposit- ed, and on Sept. 24, a portion of the money was returned. Evans said the Athlet- ics Department’s handling of the ticket sale had a problem in the segregation of duties.

“My expectation with this new system is that things are better,” she said. “And we should be able to do that without the attention of the officials and the general public.”

Evans said it takes common sense to prevent this from happening again.

Rep. Bruce Braley, D-Iowa, speaks about his education plan in the IMU on Monday. (The Daily Iowan/Peter Kim)

Braley backs college affordability

By LAUREN COFFEE
coffee@dailyiowan.com

Rep. Bruce Braley, D-Iowa, was the first candidate in Iowa’s Senate race to propose a new plan for col- lege affordability, focusing on loans and interest rates.

A bill that he introduced after announcing it last week.

And Monday, Braley made a campaign stop at the University of Iowa to discuss that plan.

“This is the seventh stop he has made at a University of Iowa to talk with stu- dents, and the second time he has come to the UI.

“Some people want to cut the Department of Edu- cation, which would mean not paying for education. In the past, said so far, no accoun- ting issues have been found.

“The last part of the plan would allow students to investigate the situation the university recognized the ticket sale was not deposit- ed, and on Sept. 24, a portion of the money was returned. Evans said the Athlet- ics Department’s handling of the ticket sale had a problem in the segregation of duties.
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Editorial

Time for some pot sanity

In January, State Budget Solutions, a nonprofit organiza-
tion, released a report that showed that the state of Iowa has a debt of more than $37 billion. That burden is not surprising — many states have been struggling to fund their financial houses under control. What could poss-
yably save us from the pot problem?

A new national report estimates that if Iowa legal-
ized marijuana, the result would be a surplus of up to $234 million in tax revenues for the state. The re-
port estimates a 10 percent excise tax on marijuana, the same as Colorado. The tax has been effective in
Colorado, this year marijuana will reap an extra $60 million to $70 million in tax revenues.

Washington and Colorado are the states in the country for to legalize marijuana for recre-
atural purposes.

Colorado’s Marijuana Enforcement Division re-
leased a report in July that described that despite the fear of marijuana’s exploding prevalence, its legalization has had very little effect on the state’s consumption. According to the report, 12 percent of those 25 or older reported smoking in the last year in Colorado as opposed to the national average of 18 percent. That indicates that the number of users in a state in which people can walk buy it is just as low as the national average.

The report confirms that marijuana has become as common as drinking beer. Some people find it illegally or not have very little effect on people’s edging

Here is Iowa’s chance. Iowa is seeing a new institute. Just go meet the voters. Perhaps serve to ease the pain? Marijuana. The national av-

WITH THE ADVENT OF THE SMARTWATCH, OUR EVOLUTION TO CYBORG LIFE IS NEARLY COMPLETE

Smartphone: (for the name of that one you can’t afford)

Responsive devices

Sport Band: (a scrapbook for activities)

Fitness Band: (for the name of one)

Laptop: (for the name of one)

Editorial

Finding the human page
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UBER CONTINUED FROM FRONT

UBER CONTINUED FROM FRONT

ON US CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Student passes are available to University of Iowa students and can be purchased at the Iowa Memorial Union parking ramp office. Student passes can be charged to your U-Bill. Call Iowa City Transit at 356-5151 for more details. Student must be registered for the semester in order to purchase student pass bus.

For route and schedule information: CALL 356-5151
For a customized list go to the iowacitytransit.org website.

www.icgov.org/transit

STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF!

Transit service is provided from 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 6 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Saturday.

All Iowa City Transit routes except the East Side Loop arrive and depart from the Downtown Transit Interchange on Washington Street adjacent to the University of Iowa Pentacrest. Therefore, any Iowa City bus you board, except East Side Loop, will take you to the downtown-central campus area. Free transfers are available from the bus driver allowing you to complete your trip across town.

31 day faculty/staff passes are $32.00 and are good for an unlimited number of trips during the calendar month and are transferable to other family members.

With a qualifying purchase, the Bus & Shop Program will provide you a coupon good for one free ride on Iowa City Transit. When shopping, ask the store clerk for a Bus & Shop coupon.

If you have any questions, please call Iowa City Transit at 356-5151.

For route and schedule information: CALL 356-5151
For a customized list go to the iowacitytransit.org website.
the ledge

Horoscopes

Today's column reflects the opinion of the author and not the DI Editorial Board, the Publisher, Student Publications or the University of Iowa.

-looking for that Brian

Men are Farther Out There

• My Haunted Car Brakes
• Sophie's Really Tough
• The Old Guy That Went
• Women Are Out There,

A good traveler has no fixed plans and is not intent on arriving.
— Lao Tzu
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — The Chicago Bears took advantage of early mistakes by the sloppy New York Jets.

Jay Cutler threw two touchdown passes to Martellus Bennett and had three interceptions as the Bears held off the Jets, 27-19, Monday night.

Cutler, who finished 23-of-38 for 225 yards, 2 touchdowns and 3 interceptions, finished the game with his knee on the turf after being sacked for a safety by Muhammad Wilkerson that put the Jets up 13-10 in the third quarter.

The Jets were ahead 10-7 at halftime.

The game started well for the Jets, who took a 14-0 lead in the first 5 minutes of the game on two touchdown passes by Geno Smith, who finished 26-of-43 for 316 yards and a touchdown with 2 interceptions — and nearly had a few others.

Kerley finished with 7 catches for 81 yards and almost came up with a diving grab off a tipped pass in the end zone on the final drive.

"There were some plays you wish you could have back," Jet coach Rex Ryan said.

The Jets lost wide receiver Eric Decker in the first half to a hamstring injury after he was questionable for the game with tightness in the hamstring.

The Bears went up 14-0 at slightly more than five minutes into the game.

On New York's second play from scrimmage, Smith didn't see Mundy lurking in the flat as he floated a screen pass to Chris Johnson. Mundy stepped in front of the toss and ran untouched into the end zone for a 45-yard score.

It was the sixth-year veteran's third career interception and first score.

After the Jets stopped the Bears on three plays on their first offensive series, rookie Jalen Saunders dropped Patrick O'Donnell's punt at his 40, and it was recovered by Ahmad Dixon. Cutler threw deep down the right sideline to Jeffery one play later, and comebacker Darren Valla was called for pass interference to put the ball at the Jets' 7.

Three plays later, Cutler rolled right and found Bennett in the back of the end zone to make it 21-0 — and get the MetLife Stadium crowd booing.

The Jets got closer with a 77-yard drive on which Kerley accounted for 51 — including a 19-yard touchdown that cut the deficit 24-13.

A video review reversed a call late in the half on which the Jets might have taken the lead. Cutler was sacked by David Harris and lost the ball but was declared down by contact. A review showed Cutler had fumbled, but Demario Davis' return to the end zone was negated because the whistle had blown.

The Jets then went three and out.

Chicago opened the second half aggressively, marching 80 yards on six plays and capping the drive with Bennett's 13-yard touchdown catch to make it 24-13.

The Bears nearly had a 12-yard TD by Marshall, but it was wiped out by an illegal hands to the face penalty on left guard Michael Ola, who started for the injured Matt Slauson.

The Jets also blew a possible scoring drive when Smith was intercepted by rookie Kyle Fuller on a poorly thrown pass to Darrelle Revis. They drove 80 yards on six plays and capping the drive with Bennett's 13-yard touchdown catch to make it 24-13.

The Bears nearly had a 12-yard TD by Marshall, but it was wiped out by an illegal hands to the face penalty on left guard Michael Ola, who started for the injured Matt Slauson.

The Jets also blew a possible scoring drive when Smith was intercepted by rookie Kyle Fuller on a poorly thrown pass to Darrelle Revis. They drove 80 yards on six plays and capping the drive with Bennett's 13-yard touchdown catch to make it 24-13.

The Bears nearly had a 12-yard TD by Marshall, but it was wiped out by an illegal hands to the face penalty on left guard Michael Ola, who started for the injured Matt Slauson.

The Jets also blew a possible scoring drive when Smith was intercepted by rookie Kyle Fuller on a poorly thrown pass to Darrelle Revis. They drove 80 yards on six plays and capping the drive with Bennett's 13-yard touchdown catch to make it 24-13.
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Hawk numbers shine

By JACOB SHEYKO

Some sense of normalcy returned to Iowa City after the Hawkeyes’ 20-20 victory at Pittsburgh on Sept. 20. Iowa is now 3-1 this season.

This week, the team will begin its conference portion of the schedule. Over the course of the next 10 weeks, Iowa will take on eight Big Ten opponents. Up first is Purdue, which lost 4-1 to Penn State last Saturday.

Next, Iowa will face Michigan in a 3-2 victory. Ohio State then lost 3-1 to the Buckeyes.

Now is as good as any to take a look at how Iowa got to this point, and what to expect going forward.

Individual rushing yards — 104 yards, Mark Weisman (Tied-10th in the Big Ten, tied-149th in the nation)
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